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Music among the Jaipur slums in India
by Alex Saunders
The

alluring metropolis of Jaipur is often
referred to as the ‘Paris of India’, because of
its effervescent appeal and flamboyant
architecture. The city lends itself to a tradition
shared by several major towns in the state of
Rajasthan, whose identities are categorized
by a series of vibrant colors. In the same way
that the buildings of Jodhpur and Jaisalmer to
the West are painted blue and gold
respectively, Jaipur is India’s fabled ‘Pink
City.’
The grand City Palace stands resplendent
at the center of Jaipur’s historical quarter
behind striking walls and seven towering
gateways. Outside of these illustrious
fortifications, modern development sprawls
out in every direction as more and more
people move from the surrounding areas in
search of working opportunities and a
supposed “better life”. The grass, however,
isn’t always greener, as I would soon find out.

As the capital of Rajasthan, Jaipur is an
important center for commerce in both the
traditional and modern sense. Evocative
bazaars rich in vivid spices, ornate jewelry
and hand-crafted textiles populate the ‘Old
City’, whereas 21st century businesses have
constructed sparkling shopping malls
throughout the modern sectors of town. As is
usually the case in India though, where the
wealthy prosper, poverty is sure to dwell
nearby and starkly juxtaposed inequality is
apparent around every corner. My stay in
Jaipur was a fleeting one – with two months in
India, I had much to do – but those two days I
spent in the city offered up a remarkable
experience that will stay with me for a lifetime.
Having arrived in the bustling city after
sundown, I managed to find a relatively cheap
place to stay for 300 rupees (about £3.50 or
$5.50 USD) a night. With a double bed,
private bathroom and central location, it was a
steal for the price and although I could have

found cheaper (you can always find cheaper
in India) – the added comfort was worth the
extra cash. I’d spent the previous day gazing
upon the majestic white spires of the Taj
Mahal and after a laborious 150 mile trip from
Agra, a good night’s sleep was needed.
Awaking the next morning refreshed, I caught
a motorized rickshaw into town and decided
to start my day exploring the park just south
of the city palace.
Skirting the edge of the impressive Central
Museum, I found myself walking in the grassy
parklands of the Ram Niwas Gardens.
Strolling across a large sun-scorched field, I
was approached by a group of kids asking if I
would like to join them in their cricket game.
The sight of a pale-skinned Brit wanting to get
involved was a source of great amusement
for the group of eight, and they happily gave
me a bat. The next half hour was spent being
bowled to by the group whilst I tried (and
mostly failed) to hit the well-worn balls as far
as possible. By this time, the sun had
assumed a powerful position in the blue sky
above and I didn’t last long under its
fearsome glare, deciding to retreat to the
shade of the markets, leaving the young
chaps to their game.
There had clearly been some recent
celebrations in the old city, as silver tinsel had
been hung above the streets in a latticed
framework. These patterns caught the sun’s
rays to cast rectangular shadows on the
d u s t y t a r m a c b e l o w, m i r r o r i n g t h e
geometrically precise grid-plan of streets that
connect the Pink City together. I walked along
the avenues, occasionally cutting through
various bazaars until I was stopped outside
one of the markets by a young lad who
introduced himself as Rabi. After running
through the regulatory, ‘What is your
name...Where are you from?’ questioning that
all foreigners are subject to, the conversation
shifted to Jaipur.
“What are you doing today?” asked the
inquisitive young fellow. “Do you enjoy your
time in my city?”
“Yes! It’s very beautiful thank you,” was my
guarded reply. “I’ve been enjoying a walk, but
I need to head back to my hostel now. It was
nice to meet you Rabi.” I succumbed to the
sad, but often necessary, Western philosophy
that talking to all strangers should be
avoided.
“Well then,” said Rabi, ignoring my
transparent ruse. “Will you join me for a cup
of chai then? I know of a good chai wallah
whose stand is just around the corner.

You haven’t tasted chai until you’ve tasted
Jaipur chai, Mr. Alex!”
Living in the Western world, it is deemed
rather odd to approach a total stranger in the
street and strike up a conversation but the
more time I spent in India, the more I realized
how much curiosity dictates everyday social
interactions, especially when strange redheaded foreigners like myself are involved.
Making a quick on-the-spot judgment call, I
decided to join him for a drink, and I'm grateful
I did because the rest of that afternoon led to
one of the most amazing experiences of the
entire eight-month trip. And it happened on
the sixth day!
Sat down at the nearby chai stall sipping
cups of the sweet tea, I soon learned that my
newly acquired friend was studying technical
engineering at Jaipur University. It was a
Sunday, however, which meant he had a day
off from his studies. Rabi told me that in
addition to attending university, he made
frequent visits to the slums just outside of
town to play music with the kids and that he’d
been heading there when he came across
me.
As the conversation progressed, I started
to warm up to Rabi as I told him more about
the trip and my life back in England. To my
total surprise, as if he had been assessing me
during our conversation, I was suddenly
asked to tag along with him on his music trip
to the slums which I subsequently accepted,
seeing a wonderful opportunity before me. In
hindsight, I may have been a bit foolish to be
so trusting of a complete stranger but I had a
good feeling about Rabi and decided to take a
measured step into the unknown. Naive
maybe, but by the end of my trip, I realized
that these leaps of faith offer up the best
experiences and this was certainly the case
that day.
We drained the last measures of sweet
masala chai from our cracked porcelain cups
and headed onto a main road in search of a
rickshaw that would ferry us out of the city.
Hopping into the back of one of the iconic
three-wheeled taxis, we were soon bustling
out of the city at breakneck speed. With the
warm breeze whipping through the opensided carriage, potholed tarmac roads
gradually gave way to dusty pathways as we
ventured into the Jaipur slums.
My arrival in the slums seemed to cause quite
a stir as within five minutes of walking through
the winding alleyways, I had a trail of about
15-20 kids following me. In a moment of
sensory overload, tiny hands grabbed my shirt
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and shorts, while excited shouting filled the
air and all I could do was let the river of
children carry me further into the unknown.
When I arrived in India, I had been
shocked by some of the sights I came across
on the streets of Delhi, however the things I
saw in those slums that day will stay with me
forever. On both sides of the uneven stony
path, dilapidated huts supporting flimsy
corrugated-iron roofs stood side by side, like
sardines packed into a giant aluminum can.
Trying to take it all in, pigs scuttled between
my legs as we passed donkeys hitched to
wooden posts and rusted metal gates that
connected many other pathways to the
central highway I was careering down.
From dark doorways, curious eyes stared
out from the shadows as the procession
passed on by.
“I’m not so sure about this Rabi. Where
are we going?” I said, looking towards the
only recognizable face in the crowd. A seed of
doubt had been planted in my brain and for
the first time since meeting my new
acquaintance, I felt nervous about the
position I had knowingly put myself in.
“Do not worry Mr. Alex,” was Rabi’s
confident reply. “We are nearly there!”
Stopping the procession briefly, my
teenage guide drew my attention to a big gap
between two shacks which had the
appearance of a landfill site. Dotting the
mountain of rubbish, I could see little kids,
who could not have been older than five or
six, clambering to its summit collecting plastic
bottles in large sacks while pigs foraged for
food at its base.
“The community here wants to remove this
dirt and build a school for the children!” Rabi
informed me. “But we must raise funds before
that can be possible. We want to teach the
kids English, math, and other basic lessons.
Education is important.”
I had told him earlier over our cups of chai
that I had studied English Literature at
University and he joked that when the school
was built, I should come back to be the
professor of English.
We finally arrived at the ‘music house’, which
had been differentiated from its neighbors by
a colorful mural that adorned the outside wall
and the Djembe drums that hung within. The
river of children that had led me to this
humble abode now crammed themselves into
the tiny room, no doubt eager to see what the
strange man would do next. Wading through
a sea of upturned eyes, Rabi handed me one
of the drums requesting that I start playing

immediately. Sitting down among the swamp
of excitable smiles, I started banging away
some simple tunes, not certain of what I was
playing but going along with it anyway.
After an uneasy start, I got into a
staggered rhythm and minutes later the small
dwelling had erupted into a cacophony of
singing and drumbeats. Children overcome by
excitement danced everywhere, hanging from
my arms and neck as I struck the drum and I
soon found myself being dragged up by Rabi
to have a dance. Now, my dance moves are
laughable at the best of times, but seeing as
everyone was getting involved this was not
the time to be self-conscious. The sight of a
lanky Brit pulling some shapes on this most
unusual of dance floors seemed to induce
mass hysteria among the kids who seemed to
find whatever I did incredibly funny. A singalong followed where bizarre, but perfect
renditions of Bob Marley’s “Buffalo Soldier”
and The Beatles’ “Yellow Submarine” were
sung at full volume. It was a special moment
for me and I was all too happy to sing my
heart out with them, embracing the surreal
nature of my situation with opened arms.
After the ‘lesson’, Rabi took me to meet a
friend of his who actually lived in the slums.
Dragging myself away from the children - who
objected strongly to my departure - we took a
few turns in the labyrinth of alleyways until
reaching the house of the Puppet Master
(A.K.A. Vijay). This amazing character had
done a great deal of traveling with his puppets
and had visited many festivals around India,
proudly displaying them wherever he went.
Sitting down on the floor of his living room,
which also served as a bedroom, kitchen and
bathroom, numerous wooden dolls, some
incredibly complex in their design, were
suspended from nails that had been driven
into the walls of the hut.
Being kindly offered some roti (a type of
naan bread) with various accompaniments,
this eccentric puppet man and his wife
welcomed me into their home and treated
their English guest with a most generous
hospitality. There was, however, a rather
sinister moment when Rabi left to go outside
and Vijay leaned over to me.
“Mr. Alex, Rabi is a bad man,” Vijay
whispered. “Do not trust him; he is wanting to
hurt you.” Before sitting back down, letting his
words fulfill their ominous inflection in the
silence that followed.
A moment later Rabi came back in and
Vijay looked over with an expression so stern;
it is forever seared into my memory.
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Sat in the middle of a potentially dangerous
predicament, amidst the maze of the Jaipur
slums with no obvious escape route, my
nerves surged up as a rip current of dread
pulled me in, like a swimmer who suddenly
realizes he has been dragged too far from the
shore. Rather disconcertingly, Rabi then
came back in before departing as quickly as
he had entered.
“Vijay, what are you saying to me?” I
asked, my voice cracking. “Rabi seems like a
really nice guy, what is happening here?”
The Puppet Master merely stared back at
me revealing nothing in his expressionless
eyes. Floundering in uncertainty, terrible
thoughts raced through my head as I cursed
my foolishness for putting myself in this
position. As Rabi re-entered the hut, however,
the disturbing grimace broke into a
magnificent smile which illuminated the
darkness that had fallen upon the hut. They
both laughed at each other leaving me in a
state of total confusion as I tried to figure out
what my next move would be.
Vijay acknowledged the younger man with
a nod, walked over and gave me a firm hug.
“We have just tested you Mr. Alex,” he said,
leaning back but retaining the embrace. “You
have passed, you are a good man and you
are welcome in my home!”

It then dawned on me that a rather
rudimentary test had been conducted to see
what kind of person I was, whether I was
worthy of their trust, and thankfully I passed
because I had not insulted Rabi behind his
back. In their eyes, I too was a stranger of
course, and this had been their simplistic but
effective way of gauging my character. Having
‘proved’ myself, everyone became much
friendlier as we were joined by more of Vijay’s
friends who brandished a box of beers and a
small bottle of whiskey. I was treated to a
puppet show by some of Vijay’s children and
enjoyed learning about life in the slums while
the Puppet Master gazed upon the group as
he played his accordion in the corner.
I had no idea what time it was at this point,
lost in time and space, but a few hours must
have passed by the time I bid farewell to Rabi
and Vijay, intoxicated by both the alcohol and
the experience. As the sun painted its final
strokes across the early evening sky, I left the
Jaipur slums in a disconnected daze, my head
spinning from the dream I had walked through
all afternoon.
Alex is an English Literature graduate who took off to see the
world. After three continents, twelve countries, eighty six blog
posts and two hundred and forty seven days of traveling
through sun-scorched deserts, humid jungles, squalid slums
and windswept valleys on a variety of buses, bikes, cars,
trains and planes, I find myself back home in the UK, looking
to the future but missing the road.
alexsaunderswriting.blogspot.com

Freedom lost and freedom found in Estonia
by Matthew Trinetti
On an early August morning, I walked with magical way Tony Stark suits up to Iron Man.
my parents 10 minutes from our hotel to the
airport in Tallinn, Estonia. As we kissed and
hugged, my mom reminded me of my
promise to be home for Christmas.
“Yes, Mom, I’ll be home for Christmas…” I
said unconvincingly, even to myself.
I waved goodbye as they disappeared
through security. Soon, they’d be boarding a
flight to Copenhagen, and eventually
continuing onward to the US -- our trip
together quickly filing itself away alongside
other past, pleasant memories.
As I walked back to the hotel alone, I
instantly became more self-aware. With every
step, I felt myself armoring back up to supertraveler status, kinda like the meticulous and

The determination of an explorer. The
tough skin of a renegade. The courage of a
lone journeyer. The introspection of a pilgrim.
Even on the short walk back to the hotel felt
like I was blazing new paths (probably
because I somehow took a wrong turn and
actually went back a different way).
I was back on my own…a free man! First
order of business? Nestle into the king-size
hotel bed, go back to sleep, and spend as
much time as possible in the last singleperson bedroom in my foreseeable future.
When I eventually woke back up, I gathered
my things and jumped on a bus back to
Tallinn’s Old Town. I decided I’d stay there five
more days. After seeing it through the eyes of
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a son traveling with parents, I was itching to
experience it as a single, male, solo traveler. I
was ready to party.
I base about 90% of my lodging decisions
on HostelWorld reviews. I found a highly
rated hostel in Tallinn Backpackers Hostel,
‘Backpackers’ signifying that it’s social and
geared toward solo travelers. Great location.
Friendly staff. Social atmosphere. Happy hour
specials. Pictures of people having the best
time of their lives. Plus, highly respected
perpetual traveler Nomadic Matt listed it as
one of his favorite hostels in Europe. All that
added up in my head to a flawless weekend
in Tallinn.
It was about noon when I checked into the
hostel. Upon entering, I was greeted by a
friendly, mustached Australian (no surprise
here, as I’m almost positive Australians
invented and reinvented the concept of a
backpacker hostel the world over). As I
checked-in and surveyed the common room,
it immediately reminded me of my fraternity
house in college on a Sunday morning.
Lethargic bodies strewn nonchalantly across
couches; the whiff of stale beer in the air; a
guy strutting around in hot pants while his

friends egg him on to do erotic dance moves
(not an exact scenario from college, but hey, it
could have been).
Don’t get me wrong, I had a great time in
college living in a fraternity house when I was
20. Do I feel like reliving it again? Not at all.
Maybe I’m finally maturing in my ripe age
of 28. It’s not that I don’t like partying or being
at a social hostel. It’s that I don’t like a social
hostel that makes me be social. I’m a big boy,
I can be social when I want to be, and not
social when I don’t want to be. I like the option
of being social. Just because someone
announces it’s “beer o’clock,” doesn’t mean I
should feel pressured to have a beer or eight.
I’ll drink a beer when I want to drink a beer.
I admit, it’s completely my fault — no one
made me stay here. You don’t dive into a pool
and complain it’s too wet. But that weekend I
became clearer on the type of hostels I hate.
And I’ll never dive into this one again.
During check-in, I was told Tallinn
Backpackers has one rule, and one rule
only: No Facebook After 7pm. In encouraging
it to be a social hostel, it wants to replace
virtual interaction with face-to-face interaction
among guests. I respect that.

If you break the rule, you take a shot.
Apparently I wasn’t paying much attention to
what kind of shot, which you’ll see will bite me
in the ass later.
Earlier that evening, I went for a run. I
showered, grabbed some food, and headed
back to the hostel for some drinks. I settled
onto a couch between an Aussie (let’s call
him Gary, as to distinguish him from the other
Aussies in the story) and a Kiwi I’d become
friends with. I poured myself a vodka and
something, and joined in a drinking game.
I had plans to see a fun German couple I’d
met earlier, but decided to have some drinks
at Tallinn Backpackers first. I actually wasn’t
feeling too great. My mind wanted to party,
but my body didn’t. I figured I’d convince my
body otherwise with the help of a few drinks.
So the concept of a social hostel is all well
and good, but I have a lot more tolerance for
a co-ed social drinking group than an all-dude
binge-fest. Well, it turns out that most
respectable girls don’t elect to stay at a hostel
that touts itself as a party hostel. This leaves
you with a bunch of guys sitting around a
room in fraternity-like-pre-gaming fashion
trying to get drunk enough to find the courage
to talk to girls, which ironically is the same
level of drunk that inhibits them from forming
coherent sentences.
Quickly playing out this situation in my
head, I was eager to leave this scene, meet
up with my German friends, and hit the town.
I agreed to message them on Facebook to
coordinate. It’s amazing how Facebook has
become the social conduit to connect friends
around the world. It’s the best, easiest, and
sometimes only way to communicate with
fellow travelers and locals. Remembering the
‘One Rule’ at Tallinn Backpackers, I ducked
into the kitchen to Facebook message my
German friends. I was doing it discretely, but
not very stealthily; my ego refused to let a
liberal traveler’s hostel, of all places, dictate
my freedom.
While I was in mid-message, some
douche stammered into the kitchen. As he
grabbed a beer or a cup or something, he
peered over my shoulder and saw I was on
Facebook. All of a sudden, this whistleblower
erupted like the fourth of fucking July, running
into the main room, red-faced and screaming,
“We’ve got a rule-breaker!”
I confidently walked into the main room,
and owned up to it.
Yes, I was on Facebook, you twat.

Tell me, do you know what country or city
we’re in? Because to you, every night is the
same — drink your face off, stumble around
town, make zero effort to learn about this
place you’re in, about the people or the
culture or the history, or to even entertain the
notion that there’s a world outside your hunk
of brain cell-depreciating skull meat?
I’m a much bigger badass in my mind, so
of course, I verbally said none of this.
Everyone in the hostel jumped up all hot
and heavy, excited to watch me take a shot.
No stranger to shots, I welcomed it. Bring it
on. Gimme that shot!
“Oh, this is not just any shot, mate,” the
Aussie whistleblower reassures.
“I know, I know. I have to lay on the ground
and someone pours it in my mouth. I get it.”
Someone grabbed a towel and handed it to
me. Another guy pulled over a trashcan and
set it near me.
“You might need this.”
What I failed to pay attention to during
check-in, was the type of shot I’d be drinking.
Basically, the Aussie staff, those crazy,
walkabouting sons of bitches, get to concoct a
shot using anything in the kitchen. An-ything. Alcoholic, non-alcoholic, cooking oils,
spices, sauces, and food scraps. God forbid, I
didn’t even want to think about cleaning
supplies. They’d be sensible enough to avoid
those, right?
At this moment, I was getting nervous, but
mostly just pissed.
I felt a hand on my shoulder; it was Gary.
“They’re just bullshitting you! Don’t worry
mate.”
“Oh, we’re not bullshitting. This is a very
serious offense,” a Backpacker staffer
reassured.
“Screw it then, make me one too! We’ll
both take a shot!” Gary challenged.
The room erupted again. Two shots!
Almost immediately, an English guy was
hustled over to the area where Gary and I
stood anticipating our shots.
“I just caught this guy on Facebook too!”
said the staffer who caught him. “What an
idiot. Now we’ve got three…this is a new
Tallinn Backpackers record!”
Now this room of mostly dudes and a few
bro-like Aussie girls was at near-orgasmic
levels. I’ll never understand why it’s so fun to
watch other people succumb to miserable
situations.
The three of us lay on our backs, side by
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side on the cold, dirty wood floor. An Aussie
girl laid a towel over my torso and neck, and
got ready to pour the mystery shot down my
throat.
I mentally prepared myself. I imagined the
forthcoming concoction as a sweet, syrupy,
exotic delicacy. If people around the world are
simultaneously munching on weirdo things
like sheep testicles, monkey brains, and pig’s
blood, surely a mixture of common kitchen
condiments is nothing to gag about.
There was a countdown to our collective
demise. 3…2…1…SHOTS!!
Although I’m not the most adventurous
when it comes to odd food and drink, I have a
pretty good ability to power mind over matter.
So as the concoction slowly traveled into my
mouth and down my throat, I thought about
how tasty it was.
Mmmmm… what is that, bottom-shelf
vodka? That burning sensation, is that
absinthe? A touch of olive oil perhaps? A
splash of bar-b-que sauce? I guess that’s
yogurt giving it that creamy consistency, huh?
Maybe a hint of chili spice? Salt and pepper,
of course. Ooooh…and basil…I love basil!
I sat up and looked beside me. My fellow
felons weren’t looking so hot. Gary was
gagging. The English bloke had turned a pale
shade of green. The next few moments were
kind of a blur. I went into the kitchen and
downed a bunch of water. I burped a few
times. Yep, definitely some chili spice in
there.
Physically, I actually felt fine. My stomach
was already bothering me, and I didn’t feel
much worse than before. But I was burning
inside. Yes, partly because of the concoction,
but mostly burning with rage. Instantly, I
realized how much I hated this place. These
people. Not so much them as individuals, but
what they represented. I didn’t travel so I
could feel like a slave. I traveled to reclaim
my freedom and carve my own path. Fuck
this place. I walked out and headed alone into
the streets.
I hammered down the streets purposefully
but directionless. My mind raced. It’s one
thing to be put on display and forced to do
something, but the feeling of having your
freedom sacrificed, at the mercy of a crowd,
makes you feel helpless. On a very
minuscule level, I experienced the very scary
social phenomenon of Groupthink or Mob
Mentality. How ironic this should happen in a
place like Estonia.

The thing that resonated most for me
during my time in Estonia was the perpetual
loss of freedom and life of terror Estonians
lived under. Between the countless KGB
museums and prisons, memorials, defunct
statues, and real conversations with
Estonians and Russians, I learned more in
two weeks about this dark time in history than
I could ever learn in textbooks or movies.
I imagine most Americans under the age of
50 don’t really understand what happened
here. It’s not really our fault. It’s impossible to
make these things tangible in school. Until
you can see it, feel it, and touch it, it will never
be real. But it’s also no excuse. Making
history real is reason #1,692 why every
person should travel abroad.
Long story short, Estonia and the other
Baltic countries (Lithuania and Latvia) were
basically ping-ponged between the Soviet
Union and Nazi Germany from 1940 to 1991:
1940 – Soviet Union convinces Estonia to let
it set up military bases, and then promptly
overtakes the Estonian government. Ping.
1941 – Nazi Germany invades the Soviet
Union and occupies the Baltic
countries. Pong.
1944 – Germany is defeated by the Allies,
allowing the Soviet Union to reoccupy the
Baltics. Ping.
From here, the story gets worse. The
Soviets executed a series of mass
deportations. In March 1949 alone, 90,000
Baltic nationals were deported. Estonia’s
losses due to Soviet occupation totaled
370,000 people, about one-third of Estonia’s
pre-war population. After almost 50 years of
Soviet rule, the Baltics eventually reclaimed
their freedom in 1991. Game Over.
As I roamed the streets, I thought about
how my experience, while on a seriously
minuscule level, paralleled Estonians losing
their freedom. How would you act in this
scenario?
You do something normal and morally fine
(check Facebook). But under your communist
government (Aussie-drifter rule), it’s
considered an unlawful act.
You’re brought in front of the government
to receive your sentencing of deportation or
execution (social exile or one disgusting shot).
Do you fight back, quietly accept your
punishment, or volunteer to rat out the other
three guys who you saw committing the same
crime earlier? Either way, you’re probably
dead.
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Your neighbors (fellow travelers) all heckle
and denounce your criminal acts. Yet inside,
they’re scared shitless they’ll be next. They
attempt to safely blend into the crowd, where
they’ll be safe (for now).
I admit, my experience pales in
comparison to what Estonians and people
from other Soviet-occupied countries went
through. But it gave me a small taste of what
it feels like to lose your freedom and feel
helpless at the mercy of a mob.
Fortunately for me, my freedom was found
easily as I walked out the door. For
Estonians, it took half a century of living in
terror and paranoia before they finally tasted
freedom.
Whoa, this kinda took a serious turn, huh?

So let’s end on a lighter note. If you ever
find yourself in Tallinn, swing on into the
Tallinn Backpackers hostel. Undoubtedly
there’s a picture of me and two other
miserable guys on the eternal wall of shame.
Take a picture of the picture, or at least let me
know how I look! Heaven knows I’ll never be
back there. I’ve found my freedom and it’s far
from there.
Upon reflecting on the shortness of life and potential
regrets after a friend's abrupt death, Matthew Trinetti decided
to stop putting off dreams of long-term travel. The next week
he booked a oneway trip to Iceland, negotiated a sabbatical
from his corporate job, and traveled around Europe for 7
months. Matthew writes about his travel tales on his website
GiveLiveExplore.com.

Respect among strangers in Barbados
by Kelly Little
It was a lazy afternoon in Barbados after a
morning of filming kite-surfing at Brian
Talma’s Surf Club in Silver Sands on the
South Coast. A few rum punch at Miami
Beach in Oistin’s seemed a fitting way to end
the day. Foam and surf were licking the shore
line with mellow reverence as I enjoyed the
company of some friends from Europe who
would be leaving the country soon. They
were merely on a vacation unlike my staycation, and they were sad to go. The
afternoon sky turned to amber and we said
our goodbyes, echoed by the mournful coo
of doves that skittered under our picnic table
searching for scraps of fish cakes. Waving
farewell and standing to stretch my legs I
realized the rum truly did pack a punch!
Dusk settled over the park as feathery
branches of the Cassarina trees seemed to
whisper caution, but I was drunk and sweaty
and wanted to freshen up before the walk
home. As so easily happens when one is in a
place of pleasure, time slips away along with
the waves, away with the exotic sounds,
smells and common sense. By the time I
realized how long I took to ‘freshen-up’, full
fledged darkness had consumed the park,
shadows were nil, the dark transformed itself
to blacker than black, and I still needed to
walk home.
Miami Beach is a place one shouldn’t
venture at night. People often sleep in trees
and military usually monitor the area packing

heavy artillery. As I made my way from the
beach, I noticed two men that were sitting
directly in front of me. One, I had met
previously - I regarded him as harmless
though I was still a little distressed by
the situation, as my imagination went wild.
The other man was brown-skinned with blond
dread-locks and his bare, weathered feet
were visible beneath the ensuing darkness.
After a few moments, I realized that he was a
spear fisherman. His blond locks tell-tale of
the profession. Time spent underwater and
the hair becomes laden with salt, easily
bleached by the low lying sun. He was
agitated, his eyes locked on mine and the
other guy scurried away in a half-shuffle
leaving me alone with a street person.
‘Vagrant’ is what the locals call his type, who
exuded nothing but anger.
He started to ramble Bajan dialect thinking
I didn’t understand. The Bajan tongue can
enunciate words faster than a feral cat can
lick up milk. It is sing-song and I love it. But I
didn’t love what he was saying. He was
complaining, well raging really, that earlier on
in the day I had polluted his air-space with my
cigarette smoke and I was some kind of bitch
for it! Apparently, unbeknownst to myself, he
had been napping under a table behind us. So
he knew me, and he waited to see if this
moment would arise.
By this time my nerves were dancing like
jitterbugs to the sounds of Elvis.
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I was hypersensitive and my brain kicked out
of panic mode into survival mode. I took a
step forward, leaned down to his eye level,
pointed an accusing finger in his face and
spat out, “Excuse me asshole! I’m pretty
fuckin’ sure I breathed in your dope
smoke, so I think we’re even!” I suppose I
figured if I adopted an equal attitude that it
would (proverbially) either kill me or cure him.
The words came forth without forethought
and I was merely guessing he smoked pot. I
held my breath, he made no move but his
chin dropped a little in surprise. I grabbed his
hand and gave it a firm shake, “Truce?” I said
with a forced smile. “Walk with me.”
The man rose, my same height, and I
thought that was good at least. “Follow
me,” I croaked, and I started to walk. He was
now a few steps behind, probably not good.
But I’d confused him for the moment; seems I
had temporarily rendered him harmless out of
curiosity. My mind was reeling with scenarios
on how this was going to end. I turned so
abruptly that he bumped into me and I
asked if he would like to share a

bottle of rum and some Marlin; I don’t know
where that thought came from but I know it
saved me grief.
With suspicion now in his eyes he agreed
and we headed off to Oistin’s Fish Market, to
civilization, which gave me time to think. We
pulled up a seat and with dirty hands he sat
down a tattered bag and a spear gun. I
handed him 30 dollars and told him it is all I
had and can he get us some rum, coke and
some food with that amount? He scurried
away like a ghost crab and I wondered for a
split second if he had truly even been
there. But the shiny tip of his spear reminded
me that he, and the situation were very real.
As is the norm, eyes are always on you in
Barbados. I particularly stand out as I have
some large and unique tattoos. As I waited I
could hear a rumble of conversation behind
me. Men were betting over something. I
ignored them until I felt a hand on my
shoulder and a voice whisper in my ear, “Baby
girl, you know that man you carry
here? He ain’t gone come back, hear?” ”He
will,” I determined. And he did. Just as I began
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down a tattered bag and a spear gun. I
handed him 30 dollars and told him it is all I
had and can he get us some rum, coke and
some food with that amount? He scurried
away like a ghost crab and I wondered for a
split second if he had truly even been
there. But the shiny tip of his spear reminded
me that he, and the situation were very real.
As is the norm, eyes are always on you in
Barbados. I particularly stand out as I have
some large and unique tattoos. As I waited I
could hear a rumble of conversation behind
me. Men were betting over something. I
ignored them until I felt a hand on my
shoulder and a voice whisper in my ear,
“Baby girl, you know that man you carry
here? He ain’t gone come back, hear?” ”He
will,” I determined. And he did. Just as I
began to think I was wrong he returned with
everything I had asked for, and my change.
We ate out of the same container, each
drawing forkfuls from the single-serving
portion of food that we had subconsciously
divided by an invisible line. We polished off
the rum and we talked.

The food in his belly dispelled his anger and
he became pleasant. He then leaned in to me
and disclosed he had had intentions of
mugging me earlier as he was hungry, and he
apologized. He explained he sometimes gets
tired of tourists on his island. Many flaunt their
wealth while the locals work for a local dollar
but have to pay out a tourist dollar to eat. How
many won’t even say hello when they pass
vagrants on the street but simply turn up their
noses.
We gained respect for each other that
night and any time I saw him after that, I
would ask him how he was and buy him a
chocolate bar and a coke. At Christmas, while
shopping at a local market I ran into him at the
checkout and paid for his chicken dinner;
which he accepted with tears in his eyes. If
ever I needed anything he became my go-to
man and my caretaker. It was no longer
dangerous for me to be at Miami beach at
night. We had both learned a hard, fast
lesson. A little food, a lot of love and even
more respect shared among strangers, goes a
long, long way; sometimes things are never
what they seem to be.
From British Columbia, Kelly Little is a Socio-cultural
anthropology major. She is a former newspaper reporter/
photographer, now turned freelance. She discovered that she
was an explorer at heart and is now a traveling gypsy. She
leaves no stone unturned when it comes to experiencing life.
1life196countries.wordpress.com
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Living the spirit of adventure in Madagascar
by Xavier Aubut
In the country’s capital, Antananarivo, the
team from Secret Compass established the
meeting point. With the help of a few good
pints of Three Horse Beer, strangers rapidly
became friends and got to know a bit more
about their new “brothers in arms” for the next
20 days... From experienced hikers with
fancy GPS systems, to first time adventurers
with fresh-out-of-the-box walking boots, our
new-found family was quite diverse in
experience and origin, which only served to
make this adventure even more so promising!
Equipped with French Army maps printed
in 1962, we started our journey on the
deserted beaches of Sambava, our official
east coast starting point. From there, four to
five days of grueling 25km+ walks were
awaiting the group. What made the start of
the trip so enjoyable, despite the hot and
humid weather, heavy rucksacks and the
usual stomach disturbances, were the people

of Madagascar. We came across countless
villages during the first days, each time only to
be welcomed by charming, smiling and
intrigued Malagasies. White ghosts they
called us- ‘Vaza’- in Malagasy. Kids by the
dozen running around us, laughing and
screaming with excitement at the sight of
foreigners; ‘Vaza! Vaza! Vaza!’ went the
chant! ... As we were usually camping in the
village football field, each campsite arrival
created a special event of its own, attracting
each time a larger crowd of intrigued villagers.
Even more so when our second-in-command,
Ali, had to undergo a series of foot treatment
sessions due to a nasty heel blister. One such
procedure involved a three-inch needle, in
front of a crowd of 50 or so of our new-found
friends!
Next came the jungle. We had all been
looking forward to experiencing the jungle,
and jungle we certainly got! It is thick,

unfriendly, rocky, branchy, slippery, rainy and
full of leeches. To top it off, there was
absolutely nobody there apart from usually...
and we loved it. How could anyone enjoy
something so uncomfortable I hear you ask?
Because it’s like nowhere else on earth. The
jungle was so dense that we could barely
cover five km over ten hours of hard work. I
say “work” because trekking in the
Madagascar jungle cannot be described by
the word “walking”. Hacking, climbing, sliding,
getting slapped, hurting and river crossing
would be more like it!
As far as human encounters go, a total
absence of it would be a totally appropriate
way to describe our situation. Traveling for
about five days and not meeting another soul
is definitely not something you get to
experience very often. It is in this
environment that you come to realize how
remote you are, how survival and success
depend on the cohesion of the group. Each
individual had to find an inner strength to help
the team to keep on going. You have no
means of communication; no phone call, no
Facebook, no emails to your friends and
family. It’s just you and your teammates.
That’s it.
After our gargantuan struggle through the
jungle we found ourselves above it.
Perspective, landscapes, cool breeze, light
and relative dryness were back into our lives
only to be replaced by steep climbs and even
steeper descents. We were on our way to
climb Mount Maromokotro - Madagascar’s
highest peak at 2,876m. When picturing the
ascent of such a mountain, starting at sea
level, you wish for a nice steady climb to the
summit, but that is not how it goes. From
1,200m you go back down to 400m and then
back up to 900m and down to 500m and back
to 1,500m repeated a number of times. Only
then did we begin to truly appreciate the
meaning of “Alefa!”; the Malagasy word for
“Let’s go!!”. Being a group of 12 foreigners
with 19 guides and porters makes you slower,
but with time and distance in mind we needed
to keep on moving...and fast. So our guides
greeted us with several “Alllleeeeffffaaaa!”
each day. We became fans of the word
ourselves; it’s perfect to crack the whip and
get the group moving. Finally, despite a
heavy fog covering much of the summit, we
managed to reach the Maromokotro peak by
mid-day. Whiskey, cigars and chocolate
allowed us to properly celebrate our
accomplishment. According to Malagasy

tradition, our guides brought a chicken along
the trip for it to be offered to the gods of the
mountain at its summit. Our expedition leader,
Lev, was honored to be chosen to make the
final gift to the Maromokotro divinities.
Sometimes getting down the summit is
harder than reaching it. It turned out to be our
case, with foggy conditions reached its climax
as we were trying to locate the base camp.
Luckily, after a few hours of wet and cold
search, we managed to reach it, less than 30
minutes before sunset. We truly were a bunch
a happy campers by then!
Morale was high - we were starting the
final stretch of our journey, and after
successfully reaching Madagascar’s highest
summit, the west coast was still attainable.
We were hoping for a smooth downhill to the
beach, but inevitably dreams were crushed
and epic arduous trekking prevailed! The last
days were met with more ups and downs,
river crossings, narrow ledge walking and
hacking that we could have possibly
imagined. But isn’t this what it is all about? A
real physical and mental challenge from start
to finish; an adventure you will never forget.
There was more jungle to tackle, more river
crossings, swamp marches and several long
days camping wherever we could and barely
having time to wash our socks, but on the final
few days- just as we had given up our search
for the elusive lemur we were finally treated to
sightings of several groups, swinging through
the trees and peering down on us- the
spectacle below.
On the final day we were a full day behind
schedule and decisions had to be made if we
were to reach our ultimate goal of crossing the
landmass on foot. Some chose to take up the
opportunity of a rickety old car to make it to
the coast in order to enjoy at least a bit of time
relaxing on the beach, but 4 of the team
decided to continue on foot all the way to the
coast. It was to be one of the hardest things
we had ever done. After 17 days of solid
walking- often for 12 hours a day- we were to
attempt 93 km in just one final push. Wearing
only sandals (since we anticipated several
river crossings and swollen feet), the team
woke up at 2am and set off on the epic final
push. It took 12 hours to reach the town of
Ambanja- the first proper habitation we had
seen in three weeks! Delighted, we ate the
most delicious lunch I can remember and
filled ourselves up with fizzy drinks and sugar
before continuing a further 25 km to the port
of Ankify by 21:30- it had taken 18 and we
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were bruised and battered, but incredibly
happy. It wasn’t quite the end we had
anticipated- running into the beautiful sea
across a sandy beach- since it was pitch
black and we were at a rather grubby port but
still we had made it- and better still, we had
enough time to enjoy a day on the beach with
the rest of the group ion Nosy Be- the tourist
capital of Madagascar.
The objectives had been reached: to
reach Maromokotro’s summit – the highest
peak in Madagascar, and to cross the world’s
fourth largest island from east to west entirely
by foot.
One of the key takeaways of this unique
adventure was the chance to meet incredible
people you wouldn’t have come across
otherwise; especially people from
Madagascar. Max, 29-years old, was our
local guide. He was our eyes, our voice and
ears all along this great voyage. He never
stopped; he worked while we rested and
worked even more while we slept. In three
weeks we only saw him tired once - after the
93km /16 hours walk! Max also became the
first Malagasy on record to cross his island
from east to west on foot.

It wouldn’t have been possible without him. I
raise my glass to Max - and cheers to the
other 18 courageous and brave guides and
porters!
Madagascar is one of those countries
where traveling is really different; the food, the
smell, the customs, the disorganized
organization, the constant negotiations, the
incredible resourcefulness of its people. Did
you ever think of using an unripe banana to
patch a leaking radiator? Why not use a two
gallon cooking oil receptacle as your car’s
new gas tank? That is why I became so fond
of going to such places; you literally have no
reference whatsoever. You know you are
nowhere near home and you know you will
take experiences home with you to treasure
for life!
Xavier Aubut is an avid backcountry snowboarder, downhill
mountain biker, trekking enthusiast and founder of Aubut &
Sons Woodworking. Xavier was part of the first ever
expedition to cross the island of Madagascar on foot from
east to west, which was put in place by Secret Compass. He
will be returning to Madagascar in 2013 to be an expedition
leader for Secret Compass’ expedition aiming to cross the
central massif of the island by foot and raft.
www.secretcompass.com

A swim, a whim and an off-season surf town
by Deja Dragovic
“There are no buses back to Punta del
Este today, I’m afraid you’re stuck here.”
I look down the barren, dusty unpaved
road weaving unevenly between the colorful
shacks. The early afternoon sun is cutting
across so it seems even more desolate than
it is. The huts are in all states of construction,
with stuff scattered about, as if everyone just
suddenly dropped everything because there
was a beautiful swell, and went to surf.
But it’s the off-season so they’ll be back
only around October.
Too bad. It’s idyllic now. Only a few more
open cafes lazily playing some reggae could
possibly make it better.
4 hours earlier
I put on shorts and a t-shirt over a bikini,
grab a pareo that I’ve been using instead of a
towel since Rio (that’s Rio etiquette – towels
are touristy) and go down to the beach, about
a 25 minute walk. The water is calm, with
only the breeze disturbing the glass surface. I
haven’t been in for more than half and hour

when I see Alon, from the nearby Rancho
Azul, sauntering down the alley towards me.
We previously met at the fabulous Canoa
Quebrada, my favorite discovery of the Punta
surroundings. It’s a hippie coffee shop/ bar/
restaurant with rusty retro scraps scattered
around its inner courtyard. I think it’s closed
between the seasons, but the neighborhood
crowd gathered there last Sunday afternoon.
I said I happen to know one Alon, who was
a magic carpet salesman. He didn’t believe
me, but believe me, he was real. The magic
carpets, perhaps, not so much. He was
eccentric like that.
”Isn’t it cold for a swim?” he asks.
”It’s great! You feel the chill for the first 2
minutes, but after that it’s really pleasant,” I
reassure.
He doesn’t sound convinced as he
tentatively lets the water lap at his toes.
“I am thinking of going to La Paloma, about
an hour or so by bus from here.
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Supposed to be an easy-going town, nice
beach. Coming?” he asks.
“Sure, when?”
“The bus will pass in about 15 minutes.”
“Oh, I only have a 1000 pesos note in my
pocket because I was going to drop by the
fruteria on my way back,” I say.
“That’s enough.”
“But I’d like to go get my camera.”
“Did you bike here?” he inquires.
“I walked.”
“There’s only one bus a day in the off
season and it leaves from Punta at 11am.”
“…well ok, let me dry up.”
The driver nods when we request two
tickets to La Paloma. As we cash out the fare,
a fleeting thought that it’s a bit expensive for
an hour-long ride should be alerting me, but
it’s the equivalent of $7 so I brush it off and sit
back.
After we’ve been talking and riding for
quite some time, I wonder how we will know
when to get off. La Paloma could very well be
any town along the way. But we’re riding in
the interior, with no sight of the coast, so I
assume it will be the first beach town.
The bus stops in Rocha, a sleepy village
perched in the hills, with all the quaint
characteristics of an Uruguayan village in the

hills: old men lazily smoke cigarettes on the
corner, a pair of girls in school uniforms giggle
by the young policeman, a fruit salesman on
the corner, a horse-drawn carriage, a row of
corroded mopeds leaning on one another,
deserted cobbled alleys, grayish Volkswagen
beetles, the paint that has peeled, chipped
and dusted off the colonial facades, fences,
doors and blinds..
A speaker somewhere is blasting Elton
John’s “Nikita”.
We trudge on again, back on the vacant
interstate, to Elton John still fading in the
background. I ask if La Paloma is the next
stop, but the driver replies that this bus
doesn’t go there, and that we should have
gotten off in Rocha and tried to find a ride
from there. Instead, it’s going to Punta del
Diablo.
I say cool, I wanted to check it out
anyways. Unfazed, I go back to my seat and
tell Alon that we’re not making it to La Paloma
today, but Punta del Diablo is coming up. He
shrugs his shoulders and smiles. We pass
long expanses of banana groves and I
remember that I didn’t get my fruit fix this
morning yet.
At the turnoff for Punta del Diablo, the bus
stops a little way from a mini-market and

honks a few times. A merchant comes out in
a white apron and exaggeratedly, almost
animatedly, starts gesturing at the bus driver
– he raises and drops the shoulders and
waves his empty hands in front of him, twice.
Understood, in any language: he doesn’t
have it, whatever the driver is asking for. The
whole scene is adorable.
Once at Diablo, the bus unloads us like
two pieces of luggage and disappears again
in its own dust. There are a bunch of crooked
hand-written signposts for hostels and
camping grounds. Barely anyone or anything
around us is alive. It is so drastically different
than Punta del Este, an antithesis. If this town
had any kind of shop open, selling a carton
disposable 90s Kodak camera, I would gladly
buy it right now.
From the cool of a warped sunshade, to
the faint tune of Bob Marley’s “Babylon”,
three greasy headscarves are bobbing and
three leathery faces are smiling. We ask the
time – it’s 2pm. When’s the last bus back to
Punta del Este?
One says that the bus we came on
continued to Chuy, a Brazilian border town,
and is not passing through Diablo on the way
back. I sorely recall Tabatinga in the Amazon,
with maybe better weather.
Oh, this is .. well, not quite unexpected,
but not what we’re in for.
The music is that prevalent hippie
soundtrack of all surf towns in the world, with
Rebelution – “Feeling Alright” queued next.
What’s the rush, after all?
The entire area feels like it’s currently
hosting only two surfers from the
Netherlands, three Orientalese girls who are
camping in their downtime, and a dread-head
who has permanently immigrated from near
Porto Alegre.
“Since we’re here on a whim, we don’t
have much cash. But we’ll pay you whatever
we have, minus the bus fare back to Barra
tomorrow,” I bargain.
“Tranquillo, no hay problema.”
That’s Jordi, one of the residents:
unshaved, streaked hair, salty shoulders, one
with the nature.
We ask him how they ration food. He says
they grow some veggies and get bananas
and young coconuts from the groves just
down the road. They have some canned and
packaged foods, and once a week the
passing buses from Chuy or Rocha supply
the mini-market up the road.

What more would you want? And no
carbon footprint.
He makes me a huge ‘family-size’ tomatoavocado salad for 60 pesos ($3). I envision
myself spending a part of some summer right
here, actually learning to surf, away from the
heels and the artificiality of Punta del Este’s
clubbing scene.
They say I can shower if I want, but the
sun hasn’t been strong enough to heat all the
water in the reservoir, so it may be a little
chilly. I dance and shiver under the cold water,
smiling all the while. After, a few of us sit on a
chipping wooden deck and a few
simultaneous conversations in a few
simultaneous languages flow along with the
beer. The shadows grow long as the sun sinks
somewhere behind the last orange shack. All
we’re missing is a bonfire.
No one turned the radio off when we went
to sleep, and it’s playing an easy reggae
version of “Ain’t no sunshine when she’s
gone”. I drift off to the vibe of a swinging
hammock.
We have to be up at dawn and catch the
6am-er from Chuy if we want to be back
southeast today. I am not sure I want to. I can
hear the waves sloshing at the beach and a
few cicadas. The forest and the ocean scent
are mixing.
They say that Lore is willing to drop us off
to the nearest turn on the highway. I call the
back of the truck! Alon rolls his eyes and says,
fine, he’ll ride all of the 4 minutes up front.
Sitting on the open truck bed in the back, I
wrap my pareo against the pre-dawn breeze,
cold but giddy. I have a bunch of ripe bananas
for breakfast on the road.
Ah, look, it’s the bus schedule. There’s a
little star by Punta del Diablo, with a caption
that says ‘sD’. I am going to go on a whim and
say that it means “solo domingos”. Hmm I am
not sure what day it is, but it probably wasn’t a
Sunday yesterday.
And I’m glad.
Deja calls herself a storyteller, and finds the road an
inexhaustible source of inspiration. With every new journey
she ups the challenge a bit: from meditating with the Buddhist
monks in the mountains of Japan, to exploring Rio's favelas
on her own, to tribe-hopping in search of the uncontactable
indigenous settlements of the Amazon. She speaks 7
languages and is a member of the Society of Environmental
Journalists. arebelwithacause.org
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Hiking in polar bear country
by France Rivet
“Paul, what are the chances that we will
see a polar bear today?” asked Maureen, an
American traveler on her very first trip to
northern Canada.
Paul, our guide, had just immobilized our
minibus on the shores of Hudson Bay, the
starting point of our hike.
Binoculars in hand and with the hint of a
smile, he replied, “Look! There's one right in
front of us.”
In a split second, my seven companions
and I were looking out the windows. Indeed, a
polar bear was resting on top of the rocks
less than 50 meters away.
The first thought that crossed my mind
was that we’d be looking at the bear for
awhile, we’d take some pictures, and then be
on our way to find another spot along the
coast for our hike. But, that’s not what Paul
had in mind. Very quietly, he explained that
for the time being, there was no reason to
alter our plans and, most importantly, it was
out of the question to attempt to move the
bear. We were going ahead as planned and
we would adjust our behavior according to
the bear’s. We were on his playground. It was
up to him to decide if he was to let us walk
through or not.
Our instructions were simple: walk in tight
ranks behind Paul and, whatever happened,
stay calm, do not scream, jump or run. With
the wind coming from the northwest, the bear
could see us but couldn’t smell us. Paul's
strategy was therefore to go around him,

making sure that we kept a safe distance and
a constant eye on him. Once on the other
side, the bear would detect our scent.
We started moving quietly and slowly
ensuring that we carefully observed the bear.
It continued to lay on the rocks and barely
lifted his head once in awhile to check on our
progress. At this time of year, the priority for
polar bears is to conserve energy. They’ve
been fasting for a few months already and
they’re doing their best to find ways of
keeping cool. This one had found a nice spot
on a cool rock.
Once the bear was bypassed, we turned
around and were astonished to notice a young
researcher from the Churchill Northern
Studies Center (CNSC) walking nonchalantly
between us and the bear. He had a rifle on his
shoulder but he was walking head down
scanning the ground, stopping, kneeling
down, his back turned on the bear.
Paul’s initial thought was that the
researcher may attempt to have the bear
moved in order to work. It quickly became
clear though that he had not noticed the
animal within 25 meters of him.
Paul gave him a shout. The researcher raised
his head and looked at us. “Did you see the
bear?” asked Paul. The answer was not long
in coming: “What bear?” Oh boy! This remark
gave us the shivers! Paul pointed in the
direction of the bear. The researcher had a
look and replied that he had noticed a white
spot but, since our group was here, he had

assumed we had raked the area and that
there was no danger. This white spot
therefore had to be a simple rock and he had
not examined it more closely! The researcher
wisely decided it was safer for him to return to
the CNSC. He’d come back at some other
point to do his work. He waved at us and
headed towards his vehicle, this time,
regularly checking if there was any activity
behind him. We set off again and we all took
very good note of the lesson.
Throughout our hike, Paul stopped and
scanned the landscape regularly. He was
looking for white spots, movements or
reflections that appeared different. Then,
once in awhile, he did what he called the
"tundra pirouette," a 360o turn to ensure that
nothing of the surrounding landscape had
changed. As he explained, bears are easier
to spot in winter than in summer, the
yellowish color of their fur being easily
distinguishable on the white snow.
The Hudson Bay coast with its bedrock
ridges was such an attractive area to hike
along, but as we became more aware of our
surroundings, we could easily recognize the
many opportunities it offered bears to hide
and keep cool. As we approached an area of
tall grasses, it was a possibility that a bear
could be resting in there. Good thing Paul
was the lead because we did end up walking
right into a bear’s day bed. Luckily, he wasn’t
home at that precise moment.
Paul entertained us with many stories
about his various encounters and adventures
with polar bears. Guiding and protecting
tourists, scientists and film crews for over 38
years, he’s met countless numbers of bears
during the course of his duties but, they are
also frequent visitors in his own backyard,
with his house being located outside the town
of Churchill, near the old dump. Electric wires
protect his windows. He has installed a metal
“cage” around his backdoor to ensure that he
is safe while he scans the area for potential
bear activity. This protected area holds a
ladder giving him access to a chair installed
on his roof. Security is definitely a high
priority. We’re not talking raccoons or skunks
scavenging in the garbage bins!!
I could really understand the need for
electric wires. During my first visit to Churchill
in the fall 2010, two nights in a row a female
polar bear and her two cubs climbed on the
roof of the CNSC’s building and forced the
staff to initiate the process to chase them
away. My most thrilling encounter with a polar

bear occurred at 12:10 the night of November
2, 2010. I was sleeping in the top bunk when I
heard a weird nose from the outside. I just
lifted and turned my head to look out the
window. I came face to face with the female
polar bear standing on her back legs and her
front paws shaking the metal bars of the
window. Her nose was less than a meter from
mine!! Instinctively I screamed “polar bear”
and Leonora, one of my roommates, woke up
and ran to inform the staff member on duty.
What a thrill!!
In Churchill, bears are an integral part of
everyday life. In the 1950s, while the U.S.
military was present, bears approaching the
community were killed and served as food to
the dogs. Fortunately, times and consciences
have changed. The Polar Bear Alert program
that has been implemented to prevent and
minimize potential unsafe encounters
between bears and humans is proof.
A control zone has been defined all around
Churchill. Any bear that finds itself within the
zone is “encouraged” to leave area by
conservation officers. If their efforts are in
vain, the bear is usually captured and held in
the specially designed "polar bear holding
facility" until it can be evacuated by helicopter.
That said, polar bears do not always bear
the main responsibility for the consequences,
sometimes fatal, of their encounters with
humans. One component of the Polar Bear
Alert program aims to change human
behavior. All along the control zone, there are
signs telling people not to venture beyond
these limits. Unfortunately, some people still
ignore these signs and head into off limit
areas without adequate protection. During my
stay, three businessmen from Winnipeg
learned their lesson. On a beautiful evening,
they decided to take a leisure walk on the
beach. Luckily for them, that evening Paul
was accompanying a group of students for a
hike at low tide to the ship wreck of the Ithaca.
Paul noticed the trio and yelled at them to join
his group immediately. The men were
unaware of the polar bear following them.
What is considered to be a simple stroll on the
beach down south can become a game of
Russian roulette in Churchill.
In one of the buildings of the CNSC
complex, there was a poster by the door
reminding us that before leaving the building,
one should look to the right, look to the left
and look above! Yes! Polar bears climb on
roofs. Michael Goodyear, director of the
CNSC, remembered the day he returned from
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picking up a group of tourists at the airport
and a woman remarked how pretty the polar
bear sign was on the roof. "What sign?"
Michael wondered. Surprise! A real bear was
patiently awaiting his next snack!
In Churchill, one must be constantly on
alert, in any place and at any time of day.
Winter is the only time of the year when one
can actually not worry about bears as they
are busy hunting seals on the ice of Hudson
Bay. But as soon as the ice melts, they are
back on the land.
Experiencing Churchill at a time other than
during the fall migration of the polar bears
turned out to be a most rewarding
experience. All of our hikes were memorable
whether we walked along the bedrock ridges
of the Hudson Bay coast, on the beach
looking for 1.8 billion year old fossils, in the
tundra to reach viewpoints overlooking the
bed of the post-glacial Tyrrell Sea or from
Sloop Cove to the Fort Prince-of-Wales
reliving the fur trade era.

We got a totally different perspective of the
polar bears, as this time, we were not high up
in the safety of a Tundra Buggy but we shared
the land with them. Summer in Churchill is
also the time when thousands of beluga
whales migrate to the estuary of the Churchill
River and a large variety of birds nest in the
area. As a bonus, we got to witness the
spectacular aurora borealis at several
occasions.
Please, do not let the presence of polar
bears deter you from discovering this
fascinating region in the summer time. All you
have to do is to make sure that your
excursions occur in a safe environment. Oh!
One tip: do not forget your mosquito net. At
times, they can be quite large in subarctic and
a lot more bothersome than the polar bears.
France Rivet lives in Gatineau, Quebec, Canada. She loves
sharing her passion for the North through her photos, writings
and presentations. www.polarhorizons.com
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